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THC PIUXSURE DISTRIBUTION AT ZZRO-LIFT OfI A SLENDER DELTA WING 
AT TFWSONIC SPEEDS 

by 

Ei. C. P. Firmin 

The pressure distribution has been measured on the rear of a slender 
delta wing with rhombic cross-seotions as an extension to the programme of 
work on zero-lift drag at supersofia speeds. Ths thickness distribution was 

extreme in thas it was designed to give rise to a marked adverse pressure 
gradient over the central part of the wing and a relatively large suction near 
the trai.ling edge at supersonic speeds. 

53e measurements have been compared with t-bin-ving theory and slender 
thin-w&g theory throughout the Mach number range of 0.8 to 1.3, except at 
sonic speed where approximate solutions are given for the sonic-thin-wing 
theory. The results for supersonic spreds have also been compared pith a 
aaloulation method by the author reported previously. 
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1 IiVTRCDUCTIOI? 

In some previous work, reported in Ref.1, on the prossure distribution 
over the rear of a slender delta wing, it NBS found that the terminal shook 
T!,LV~ had moved forward from the trailing edge of the wing over the central 
region at the laxest supersonic Mach number at which tests are possible in the 
R.A.E. No.19 (IS" x 18'~) tind tunnel. It was decided, therefore, to extend this 
nork to lo~mr bd~ num?mrs in 8 different tunnel in order to oonfinn the result 
and also obtain some evidence on the transonio and subsonic behaviour of the 
florr over such a wing. These measurements wre made during 1963. 

2 DETAILS OF THE UODEL 

The main details of the model are given in Fig.? for completeness, but for 
its design features and a comparison of its shape with other rrings tested 
previously the reader is referred to Rofs.1 and 2. 

The ning is of delta planform, unit aspeot ratio, and has rhombic aross- 
secticns, The oentre-line distribution of thiokness (Fig.2) is given by 

+.Q :: 3 [E (I - c) (14.0 + 52.67C - 167.33 C2 + 116.67 C3)l 0 

0 

where Z (m x/c,) is the chordwise station normalised nith reference to the 
olntre-line chord (co = 12'00 incheq) and measured from the apex. All the plan- 
form edges had a nominal OS002 inoh radius and the thickness distribution nas 
modified slightly to inolude the extra thiokness due to the radiused planform 
edges. 

3 DX"XLS OF ThZ KUID Tl%iZL AND ITS FLhi -__I- 

The model was mounted in the 24" x 18" transonio tunnel, some design 
features of ishioh are given in Ref.3. Details of the support system and the 
location of the modeluith respect to the Sidewdh are given in Fig.3. Glass 
sidewalls were used in order to obtain Sohlicren and Shadongraph photographs 
even though the slrtted sidewalls, as used for the roof and floor, would havo 
reducea the tur~~el interference, The &oh number in the working seotion was 
oontnlled primarily by suction through the slotted roof and floor for SUPOF- 
sonio speeds, ibe suction being provided from the diffuser. At subsonic 
speeds the tunnel flow is controlled by a by-pass system so arranged that the 
totel vJlume flcm through the oompressor is constant?. liach numbers up to 1'3 

--------_I-- 

9 More recently the flow has been controlled at subsonic speeds (hl > 0.7) 
by choking +he flow in the diffuser. 



a-e available and the measured hach number uniformity on the centre-line in the 
empty tunnel over the length occupied by the model is 3ctter than tO*CXX up to 
I.! = 1'15, +0*005 up to I.1 = 1'20 end +o*m7 up to II = 1.30. 

4 KEASlT~~1TS 

In transcnio nind. tunnels it is not possible to obtain results nhich are 
completely free from interferenoe from the walls at all Kach numbers. In the 
present case the model was designed for use in an 18" x 18" supersonic ma 
tun1~1 at Aiaeh numbers above I.4 and its support and size were chosen 
accordingly. Hcxrever, at a llach number of I-25 ths shockwaves reflected from 
the roof -and floor just miss the wing and the disturbance from. the support 
should not influence the flow on the upper surface of the ning inhere pressures 
are m?asu-ed. It may be conoluded, therefore, that measurements at Idaoh rumbers 
above I.25 may be used as an extension of the results obtained previously'. The 
disturbances reflected from the roof and floor of the tunnel mill be attenuated 
by the slotted walls and hence, since the disturbances r&looted from the sidc- 
rralls will miss the trailing edge of the model, the tunnsl interference should 
be small in the Each num3er range I'll to 1'25. At loner Haoh numbers the 
measurements may be marred by the influence of the support and tunnel walls 
but they should be suf'ficiently reliable to give a qualitative imnressicn of 
the flon over the riing. AT sobsonic speeds the slotted Klls are designed to 
alleviate blocksee effects and so, since the blockage ratio for the model in 
the tunnel is about O*$, any interferenoc effects should not be largc4, since 
all the measurements wre made with the model as sore incidence. 

Since the 24" x 18” transonic tunnel is limited to relatively 1017 Reynolds 

numbers (2 x 6 
10 per ft) boundary layer transition nns fixed by the use of 

distributed roughness in the region of the lcatinz edges. It had been shown, 

in the previous tests on this model at supersonic speeds, teat measurements of 
pressure cocfficiontwith fixed transition at lair Reynolds numbers were con- 

sistentnith those with free transition at fairly bish Reynolds numbers 
(IO x IO6 per ft). 

5 DISCUSSIOI? OF REXJLTS --- 

The results of the neasurcments arc given in Figs.l+(a) - (o) in order of 

descendir~ Each number. Tne results at supersonic speeds follori the trend 

found previxsly at FJach numbers of I.4 and above. As the Nnch number is 

reduced the pressure near the centre of the txiling edge tends to rise and 
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the region in which i&is coqrcssjon takes place extends for"eard and laterally 
3 

I At other than sonic s?oe?the results have, for completeness, been oom- 
dared ;;itl, the ssme theories as enumcratod at the hither Xach numbers. Since 

at mar sonic qeods the slender ap,proximation (I$ $,&I$,$ + k+$,l) holds, 
both the first order theories (vis thin-ving theory and slender-thin-ting 

theory) tend to the same result as the I&oh number approaches unity; but they 
are both totally inadequate nhen compared nith the measurements near tho 
trailing edge for ion supersonic speeds in failing to predict the recompression. 
This xork (including the results in Rof.1) confirms, therefore, that slender- 
thin--d.ng theory should not bo relied upcn for the calculation of pressure 
oosfficients in the region of a trailing edge at any supersonic Mach number. 
On the other hand2 mithin the range of I:ach numbers oonsiderod, it is only at 
Very lorr cupersonic speeds that thin-rring theory fails completely. The method 

of Ref.1, &ioh t&es at least some account of tho second order corrections, is 
cxtremly successful at moderate supersonio speeds whore tho corrections are 

. not very large. At very lorr supersonic speeds imere the oorrcctions are larger 
the method cannot be said to do more than indicate one possible reason vhy thin- 
xing theory fails. This method does, holxxer, p redict a compression near the 

trailing edge at l.o~r supersonic spcods similar to that found experimentally but 
this is probably for?ditous since the assumptions on which the method ia based 

mw then v101stca. 

It is ii011 known that at sonic speed (Fig.&(i)) the small-disturbanoe 
apprcximations are rot sufficient to lincarisc the isentropic flow equation 
so goncraJ solutions are lacking. This has led several investigators to make 
furtllor approximations in order to obtil-;n al~protimate solutions which may be of 
genorKL UBO. The differential equation applicable for small disturbances of a 
Sonic stream is 

Since the -,resont sting is geomotrical.ly slender, the equivdencc theorem of 
Csriatitsch and Kenne5 may be employed to relate the f3.07 past it to the flew 

past a boQr of' revolution of the same cress-sectional area distribution. 
Tkcro arc at least two different, but related, aI~proaoho.7 to solving the 
oqation abevc for a body of revolution. Randall' regarded (*; + 1) u', as 



constant (X) anil he gave a metnod of o'otam.~~ an approprxte velue fcr k. h 

approxlrrate general solution for bcdxs of revolution has also been obtained by 
Ccles and Royce7 making a different assumption in order to solve the tiferential 

r 

equation. They assume that +x $xx maybe replaced. by ~(x - 3 $xx where in and x 
are constants whxh may be deterrmned for a partxular body shape. If the 

t 

assumptions m&e were strictly justified, the methods would be equivalent, 
Estimates fram both the above methods have been included in Fig.k(i). It appears 
that differences in the assumptions ma& have a large influence cn the estimates. 
As a further check on the m&hods estimates were compared for a Lord V wing, which 
is a less 'extreme' shape, but the saw conclusion vyas reached. However, the two 
estimates do establuh a ccnnnon trend, which ccnform broadly with the experimental 
results except at points near the trailing edge, where the marked compressicn exists. 

At subsonic speeds, Figs.&(J) - (o), the marked compression still exists near 
the trailing edge and at the lowest speed. at which measurements were made 
(Fig.k(o)) thin--g theory appears to Work quite well although, clearly, It must 
fall at the tralllng edge where the solution 1s smgular. At higher subsonic 
speeds the experimental results are not as dependent on Nach number as predicted 
by the theories. Thu is not consistent with the findings on two-dimensional . 

wing sections at near zero lift where, 111 general, the experunental results for 
the peak suction are more Mach number dependent at high sub crltlcal speeds than - 
suggested. by the Prandtl-Glauert rule. The flow was super-critical ahead cf the 
measuring stations for tine rexlts obtained at Nach numbers above 0.9 and so at 
these higher Mach numbers the measurements may be influenced by a weak upstream 
shock. Slender-thin-w5ng theory which has been included for completeness again 
deviates from thm-vring tiieory near the trailing edge, but this could partly be 
overcome by the technique suggested by Randal16. 

So far the discussion has concentrated on cqaring the experimental 
results vilth idealizcd theorxes which do not allow for the existence of a 
boundary layer. The wing tested, as menticned prevlowly, had rather an extremz 
chordwise section, designed originally to explore the validity cf the small- 
disturbance theory at supersonic speeds. This resulted in a shape havmg a marked 
adverse pressure @adlent over abcut 31277 of the root chord, starting between Lp 
and 50% of the rcot ohcrd, throughout the I'iach number range consu3ered. In 
addition, for subsonx speeds It 1s well knwm that where a large adverse 
pressure gradient exists over the rear of a wing the boundary layer is 
zmportant m determining the pressure distnbution8. The differences between 
the experimental results and thm-wing tneory are, in general, consistent 
with the kind of changes that may be expected from the influence cf a 

I 
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boundary layer. AlCough boundary layer measurements have not been made in 
'these tests the Schlieren evidence of Ref.1 suggested that the boundary layer 
thickens considerably on the rear part of the wing. The flow at the rear of 
the wing at supersonic speeds is similar to that in a compression corner with 
tie pressure rise causing some upstream influence through the boundary layer. 

Applyrng the conditions listed by Cooke' , m should not eqect a separated 
boundary layer; but some of the shadowgraph photographs (Fig.5) do appear to 
shon a bifurcated shock at the trebling edge. Surface oil flow, however, con- 
firmed that the flov was not separated; but a thicker film of ~5.3. ronaincd 
near the trailing edge, ohich is consistent uith a rap%d roduotion in skin 
friction and 5 thiokening of the boundaSylayor. Another possible reason why 
the compression at the trailing edge does not ooour through a single oblique 
shockwave nttaohed to the edge is that the turning angle is too large for the 
looal Ida& number oonditions. For this particular wing the local Each number 
Qn the centre-line is close to the above ldetaohment' condition at a free 
streem haoh number of l-3, which is only slightly belot? the higher speed at 
which a compression ~8s observed near the trailing edge. It is possible, 
therefore, Mat the rathcrlorgo tiarning angle together rrith the influence of 
the boundary layer resulted in the compression being spread fonard of the 
treiling edge. 

Another consequence of the extreme section shape U&Y that at transonic 
Uach numbers &o scparatc regicns of supersonic flow existed, one on the for- 
nard part of the ning, %?hich iw.s terminated by a shoolcrravc in tie region of 
gO-6C$ of the root chord at I.'iach numbers near unity, and nnothor region nearer 
tho trailing cdgo. The flon did not become fully sulparsotic up 'co the region 
of the trailing edge until a Mach number of about l-05. 

6 co:JcLusIOr~s --- 

The transition fr~rn subsonic to supersonic flw procccdod smoothly as the 
Mach number was increased and the shookwaves nerc not sufficiently strong for 
the boundary layer to separate. The moasuromonts presented oonfirm the 
results indicated in tho previous tests that the terminal shooI?#ave was not 
attached to the trsiling edge until a Mach nubor above the rango of these 
tests. 

This work, inoluding the results of previous tests, confirms that 
slender-thin-ning theory is in error for wings as 'extreme' in shape as the 
present and so it should not be relied upon in general. For the present ting 
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it does provide better estimates at subsonic speeds than at supersonic speeds. 

Thin-mlng theory on the other hand works fairly neil near the trailing edge 
except at lore supersonic speeds where the assumption of small velocity per- 
turbations is violated and again very close to the trailing edge at subsonic 
speeds where the solution is singular. The author's method, uhioh rrorloed tell 
at moderate supersonic speeds , gives the oorrect trend at low supersonic 
speeds but, as with thin-iring theory, the velocity perturbations cannot be con- 
sidered small and therefore the agreement is probably fortuitous. At sonic 
speed the approximate methods of Randall and G,P Coles and Royce are not 
satisfactory since the results are inoonsistentrritb the approximations used to 
tbtain them. A satisfactory theoretical method is still required. 

Boundary layer measurements have not been made in this e~eriment and no 
amount has been taken of the boundary layer in any of the theoretical methods. 
If more socurate estimates are required for the pressure distribution on the 
rear of vings such as this at subsonic and transonic speeds then correotions 
x5.11 have to be made for its irtifluence, 



SYMBOLS 

0 0 wing chord at centre-line 

C 
P 

pressure coefficient 

M 

P 
P m 
9 
s 
v 

XJY?" 

P2 
Y 
E; 

mean Mach number of uncllsturbed stream 
pressure 
static pressure in undisturbed stream 
kxnetic pressure of undisturbed stream 
semi-span at the trading edge 
volume of the wz.ng 
Cartesian coorc?uxAes with origin at the apex of the wing, x axis 

measured ~nthe direction of the undisturbed stream; the z axis 
normal to the chordal plane of the wing 

= 1(M2-1)1 

adiabatic index 
x/co' the chordwise station as a fractxon of the centre-line chord 

and measured from the apex 
velocity potentid 
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